Putin’s Truth, the ultimate secret weapon against
the Khazarian Mafia?
By Preston James, Ph.D on January 24, 2016
Has the Russian Federation discovered the greatest new weapon of covert war ever
devised? And is that effective new weapon the deployment of hard core real truth, and is
its deployment by Putin rapidly eroding the Khazarian Mafia's World hegemony?
by Preston James
[ Note: This article builds on past articles on this subject. For those who haven’t read
those, reading this article is likely a waste of time and it will be difficult to fit this
information into their heads.
This is a long article and is written as a two-tiered piece. Those short of time can read the
bold print and pass over the rest, and then finish with the conclusion. Many thanks to my
sources, some still living but most passed. None of the novel information included is
associated with Veterans Today in any way. I do not enjoy writing this type of article for
a number of reasons not appropriate to be discussed here. But I do feel an obligation to
get this information out. ]
__________

During the last 100 years, the world has been overtaken by the largest
organized crime syndicate that has ever existed: the Khazarian Mafia (KM).
This KM worldwide crime syndicate is a well-organized hierarchy that is
evil to the core.
A small collection of two-faced liars form its evil core and run most Western
governments, and are controlled by several demon-infested, near to death, wrinkled-up
old men who sit at the top of its hierarchy — a pyramid of ultimate evil power that
functions as the world’s largest parasite on humanity.
This KM Hierarchy is run by a collection of the world’s biggest two-faced liars and
criminally insane sociopaths, whom the KM has promoted into the highest positions of all

the largest governments.
It appears that the leaders of the new Russian Federation have broken free
of the control of the KM hierarchy, and appear to be the good guys.
Is this KM World Hierarchy of control some kind of special disease, a genetic
predisposition within the twelve “key bloodlines”, or is it based on a genetic aberration
picked up as an “infection” later on by participation in occult “soul transferring” rituals?
Or could it be a combination of both?
Were these Two-faced liars selected into the Khazarian Mafia’s hierarchy to
be molded into leaders because they were sociopaths in the first place and
were selected to be groomed and taken through various initiations in order
to climb the KM’s hierarchy of power? Or were they specially “bred” in the
first place, and if so, what is their genetic origin and why do they display
such an apparent predisposition toward evil?
We don’t have the definitive answers to these questions, but it appears that it is a
combination of both. Anyone with a high level of intelligence and a lack of conscience
(lack of soul) or apparent sociopathy and the ability to be remarkably two-faced can be
selected and recruited into the KM Hierarchy to be groomed and prepared to be a major
Cutout.
But these “selected ones” must pass each level of initiation, and be able to conceal their
criminal sociopathy by being a skilled two-faced liar and deceiver and be willing to go
through the increasingly evil rituals along the way.

When they have reached the higher steps in this hierarchy, we know these
recruits then must participate in occult rituals which are incredibly evil. These
rituals extract what is left of their souls and replace it with an entity, a cosmic parasite to
which they became “hived”. This explains their abject loyalty to the few top leaders of the
KM Hierarchy.

Are these top controllers of the KM Hierarchy fallen angels (Nephilim, the fallen ones) or,
as some insiders have called them, cosmic or alien ET parasites cloned and hived to an
evil master Alien ET or an evil AI system run by him? Could this master evil mind best be
referred to as a cosmic interdimensional Dragon or Draco being, as some have referred
to it, while other insiders refer to it using the age-old term, Lucifer?
In order to best understand what the World is dealing with, is it best to look
at this powerful dark side influence as a human parasite?
Is it a communicable parasite, which seems to always infect and take over most world
leaders, and has the ability to infest individuals who are willing to give up their basic
humanity and human values in order to gain power, status and riches?
Do these leaders who have become criminal sociopaths and evil to the core function as
though they have lost their ability to be human, or to function as normal humans? And
were they perhaps born different than most — maybe already infected with a bloodline
gene that makes them un-human and inhuman too?
Why is it different inside the highest echelons of the Russian Federation? Why is it that
Putin and his advisers seem to tell the truth about most issues, and use truth as a weapon
against the evil of the Western nations, which have all been hijacked by the largest
organized crime syndicate (the Khazarian Mafia)?
There have been numerous recent articles which mention the new Ryussian ultra high
tech defensive weapons such as the advanced electronic warfare “Defensive Shield”
deployed during the Su-24 flyby of the USS Donald Cook. This system temporarily turned
off the ship’s Aegis radar system, rendering it defenseless. But it appears that the most
powerful weapon that Putin and the Russian Federation have is actually the hardcore
truth they are now disseminated to the world.

Truth appears to be the ultimate Psyops against this KM evil, and it looks
like the leaders of the Russian Federation have figured this out and are now
deploying it in spades.

It looks like the leaders of the Russian Federation discovered that truth is their ticket to
prosperity by exposing the fact that all the controlled Western Mass Media and its News
Cartel, and all the governmental systems have been based on the KM’s Hierarchy’s big
lies, false-narratives and propaganda — and that this deployment of Truth via the
Internet can actually erode the KM’s World Hegemony and deconstruct it.
Putin and his advisers know that the KM has been trying to destroy Russia as a
sovereign nation and to keep it enslaved for 1,000 years in a secret blood feud against
Mother Russia. Putin also realizes that the KM has been using ISIS, NATO and Israel to
surround the Russian Federation and choke it off economically.
Putin is aware that the TTIP and TPP free trade agreements are attempts to undermine
Russia’s economy. He is aware that the USG is violating the Agreement of Cooperation to
end the Cold War, which it signed with the new Russian Federation when it emerged.
This Agreement of Cooperation has a main provision that neither nation will mess with
any nation that borders each other.
That Agreement of Cooperation was negotiated by Lee Wanta on behalf of President
Reagan, and was perhaps the best action Reagan ever initiated for America. The purpose
of this agreement was to end the Cold War and take down the Iron Curtain, to remove
KM/Zionist-based Bolshevism from Russia forever and to make sure a cold war between
America and Russia would not reoccur, along with decreasing the chances for a hot
nuclear WW3 between the two.
It looks like the KM has other ideas and refuses to let go of their 1,000-year blood feud
obsession to retake or destroy Russia. And that is one of the main purposes of the KM
using Cutouts to create ISIS, and also using Secretary of State “Hillary Clinton” and her
assistant Victoria Nuland (married to a Kagan) to institute the coup d’état by funneling 5
billion USD through the US Department of State to fund this coup in the Ukraine.
Has the Russian Federation figured out that dispensing truth is like
throwing water on the wicked witch of the west, or pulling the curtain back
to expose the wrinkled up old Oz running the big lie machine that has been
keeping most of the world mind-kontrolled?
Has President Putin become a master chess player who has learned how to deploy truth
to expose the KM Hierarchy’s big lies, false-narratives and propaganda to the world and
be able to do it in such a way that it penetrates and overrides the KM’s Controlled Major
Mass media (CMMM) Mind-kontrol?
The answer to this question appears to be an obvious YES.
Putin has deployed major Russian Federation air power in defense of his
long term ally Syria at the request of President Assad, who was voted into
office in an honest election with over 80% of the vote. And we now know for
certain that Assad never used poisonous gas on his citizens, but ISIS did, and
it was supplied by the John McCain-associated KM/NeoCon faction in the
Pentagon.

Russian Federation Air Power has been decimating ISIS and has completely
checkmated the KM while exposing the KM’s massive lies to the whole World. Neither
the KM, USG nor the Israeli Likudists ever expected Putin to come to the aid of his
long-term ally Syria. But immediately after President Assad officially requested help
from the Russian Federation, Putin ordered this massive assistance by Russian Air
Power. And now because the KM ordered Erdogan to have his Air Force attack and
shoot down a Russian Su-24 in Syrian air space, a clear act of war by a NATO
member, Putin has deployed the incredibly advanced S-400 system and his electronic
warfare Defensive Dome.
Putin’s heroic checkmating of the KM’s ISIS in Syria has created a situation where the
grim truth of what ISIS really is has been exposed in a crafty, engineered fashion.
And we now know for certain that ISIS secretly stands for Israeli Secret Intelligence
Service, and is a large KM mercenary force run by Israel and paid for by the USG and
Saudi Arabia, and supported by Turkey and NATO.
The same folks who are responsible for ISIS are also responsible for the staged Ukrainian
coup d’état and the placement of the puppet Poroshenko as the Ukrainian KM/Zio-run
dictator, with the ultimate goal of creating a new Israeli homeland to replace Israel,
which they now know is doomed to be returned to the Palestinians.
The reason Israel is now doomed, because they have now been exposed for being
responsible for the attack on America of 9-11-01 and their evil abuse, tyranny, land-theft
and mass-murder of Palestinians and Apartheid against them is now turning the world
against Israel.
And it is this same KM/PNAC/Top NeoCon dual citizen bunch of tribalists that were
responsible for the 9-11-01 attack on America, its cover-up and all the numerous Gladiostyle false-flag mass-shootings in gun free zones, some real and some virtual only
like Sandy Hook.
As you trace back the money and control for ISIS, it will lead to the Kagans, the Institute
for the Study of War, and the American Enterprise Institute, funded by the Kochs and
other Zios and fully under the control of the KM.
It will lead ISIS being financed by large Wall Street Banks using funds provided by oil
ISIS has stolen. This stolen oil is transported through Turkey who gets a large cut, then
shipped to Israel at a large discount.
This revenue from stolen oil along with KM opium profits, sex trafficking profits and
human organ trafficking profits (taken involuntarily of course) provides the money
needed to keep the oil derivatives afloat, at least for the time being.

And if you want to dig deep enough all roads lead to the Exchange
Stabilization Fund (ESF) set up in 1934 and used as a KM slush fund to
receive drug trafficking profits and other criminal profits and to dispense
vast sums for supporting terrorism and civil wars, coup d’états and
revolutions around the World to keep the KM in power everywhere.
Putin’s checkmate of the KM and its ISIS in Syria has now created the
emergence of serious truth which is rapidly neutralizing KM power all over
the World.
And such truth is even finding support inside America, with the former head of the DIA
coming forth and admitting that the USG allowed ISIS and even supports it, and
numerous former CIA officers coming forth and also admitting this.
Do you think it is just a coincidence that Putin has formed a strong working alliance with
the Eastern Orthodox Church leaders and a joint commitment to build strong character
and and morality in young Russians? This has been one of the most surprising actions of
Putin and he has the full support of his political advisers and the Russian People. And he
has outlawed public displays of homosexuality and other forms of perversion and is
providing aid and tax breaks to Christian families.
And yet, despite the obviousness of this truth, America’s CMMM just keeps broadcasting
and publishing the continuing stream of Big Lies, false-narratives and propaganda of the
KM puppets who run the Congress and the USG. This creates plausible set of
rationalizations for the USG puppet actions on behalf of their master controllers and
blackmailers the KM and Israeli agents inside America (PNACers, top NeoCons and
Israeli-American “Israeli-first” Dual Citizen Traitors who are agents of KM espionage
inside America.
But everyday less and less Americans believe much of this CMMM mind-kontrol because
the geopolitical changes admitted in the CMMM just plain no longer support these
CMMM (KM scripted) Big Lies, false-narratives and propaganda.
How interesting it is that the truth now emanating out of the Russian
Federation’s top leadership is functioning as a light in the darkness and
appears to be neutralizing the criminal power and Hierarchy of Control of
the Khazarian Mafia (KM) all over the World.

Is this the ISIS chain of command?
And we now see the emergence of the new alternative direct trading systems that do not
use the US Petro Dollar. And then we now see the emergence of the BRICS and the AIIB
which are new gold and silver backed banking systems which in time may surpass the
strength of the US Petro Dollar.
The world has gotten quite tired of the KM using the US Petro Dollar to gain whatever it
wants just by printing or issuing as many USD as it needs, while the rest of the world has
to actually work for its earned value.
It was Putin and his advisers who have worked hard to get this stark truth out to those
leaders who have themselves woken up from the evil bondage of the KM.
These leaders who have joined BRICS understand the KM spell. They want to extricate
themselves and their nations from this evil spell of KM counterfeit money power, KM
pernicious usury and KM debt-slavery.
Should we view these new financial firewalls such as the BRICS, the AIIB, and the
numerous direct trading arrangements as further evidence that Truth is a strong
antidote to the KM system of lies that has kept it Fiat Counterfeit money-power system in
power so long?
Many of the World’s leaders are now awakening from their KM spell and is
working with the Russian Federation and the People’s Republic of China to
build strong financial and economic firewalls against the US Petro Dollar
which is the building block of the KM’s World Hegemony.
Even the top European leaders who have been victims of this KM parasite (whatever it is)
have now become bifurcated. Take the case of Angela Merkel (Hitler’s alleged daughter)
who has been a loyal KM agent and quickly accepted their will to bring in many
thousands of Mideast immigrants which is 100% contrary to the will of the German
People.
Despite still functioning as a KM puppet the emergence of Putin’s truth has bifurcated
her. That is part of her mind is now able to function rationally and this has led her to be
involved in negotiations to establish strong direct trading between Germany and the
Russian Federation. Apparently a large Volkswagen factory is going to be built in
Russia.
The Russians love German automobiles and trucks and the US-driven sanctions against
Russia have hurt German Auto, truck and parts manufacturers a great deal while also
denying Germans the Russian produce they desire.
If ISIS is supposedly radical Islamic extremism, why has it never attacked
Israel or even threatened to do so?
You would think that would be its first objective if it was legitimate. But now we know for
sure that it isn’t.
The obvious answer is that ISIS is run at the top by a KM retired American General aided
and abetted by Senator John McCain, head of the Senate Armed Services Committee and
a host of KM related puppet organizations that control the USG, the Congress and much
of the Pentagon. These are the PNACers and top NeoCons who seem to have lost their
vesouls a long time ago if they ever head one at all.

What will it take to break the back of the KM and rout it out from its hegemonic position
of world control?
It seems that the new Russian Federation under the direction of President Putin and his
top advisers have found the correct formula.
And it is truth deployed by the Worldwide Internet, the New Gutenberg Press, and forced
to the forefront by the crafty checkmate that the Russian Federation has now placed the
KM into in Syria.
Stay tuned because everyday the KM’s Fiat counterfeit and “expandable at will” US Petro
dollar and its monetary hegemony is being eroded. The handwriting is on the wall; it just
cannot last much longer. And as it fails, will the KM deploy DHS to try and beat back We
The People from exerting control and determining what the new system will be inside
America?
__________
Conclusion
It is now obvious that Putin and his advisers understand that truth is the ultimate
weapon for weakening and deconstructing the KM and its evil Hierarchy of Control over
the World. Putin’s clearly effective deployment of such truth is now creating a
spontaneous emergence of populism all over the world that looks as if it is strong enough
to bring the KM and its hierarchy to ashes once and for all.
Some doubt Putin’s genuineness and view him as a crafty opportunist who dispenses
truth as bargaining chips to gain concessions from the top KM controllers, in order to
gain a better economic position in the world for the Russian Federation.
I doubt that Putin is a phony sociopathic con man, but certainly Putin can show this to be
clearly false by releasing all the Russian Intel (which is vast) that shows how, on behalf
of the KM, Israel ran the attack on America on 9-11-01, aided by the “Israel-first”, IsraeliAmerican dual citizen traitors, aka the PNACers and top NeoCons.
Plus, we know that Putin is not addicted to the KM Oil Cartel because of his willingness to
lower the price of crude down to what it is really worth. We know that Russia now has
various types of “Zero Point Energy”, Ether-based energy systems. Some call “Free
Energy”.

If Putin moves ahead with the commercialization of these systems as expected, this would
drive another wooden stake through the heart of the KM Oil Cartel, which some view as
the economic power base underpinning the KM. Without Big Oil, the US Petro Dollar
would quickly fail, ending its hegemony as the World’s Reserve currency. Certainly the
KM’s ability to use Big Oil for the last 100 years to control the World’s energy usage has
been its strongest bulwark in its Hierarchy of Control over the world.
The KM has had these Free Energy systems ever since they stole Tesla’s work. But they
also have been able to back-engineer the crashed and recovered Alien ET anti-gravity
craft (AGCs). They have suppressed all this by harassing, threatening and murdering
numerous inventors all over the world, as they maintained their grip on energy
consumables.
Now for the first time the KM’s ability to exercise adequate suppression of
free energy systems is limited. The odds are quite high we will see these new
systems rolled out soon, perhaps by a new coalition of the Russian
Federation and Iran working together.
As Gordon Duff has reported, testing of one such new device is now
underway. Hopefully we will be the first to report on its success or failure.
_____
Past VT articles of Preston James can be found here for those interested.
Here is a segment of a recent Mike Harris’s VT Radio show that featured Gordon Duff
and some remarkable disclosures in the first hour disclosed first by Gordon.
Note: The term “Khazarian Mafia” was coined by VT’s own Financial Editor, VT author
and VT talk show Host for the “Short End of the Stick” every Tuesday and Thursday 7-9
PM Central Standard Time, Mike Harris. “Iron Mike” was part of the team of Top VT
Directors that attended the groundbreaking and historical International Conference on
Combating Terrorism and Religious Extremism in Damascus December 2014. It was the
Keynote Address by VT’s own Chairman, Managing Director and Editor in Chief of VT,
Gordon Duff who for the first time ever publicly declared that there was no real Terrorist
problem in and by itself, but it was actually an organized crime problem caused by the
world’s largest Organized Crime Syndicate. It was Mike Harris who first identified this
world’s largest Organized Crime Syndicate by name as the Khazarian Mafia (KM), after
his extensive research of its secret hidden history that has been largely excised from most
public libraries and history books. Mike’s research has included reading translated
Russian documents with never before released facts about the Khazarian Mafia’s 1,000
year blood feud against Mother Russia. Mike has been given the nickname “Iron Mike”
for his well known ability to take a punch that would normally knock someone out and
still be able to come back and win. Most of the top Directors of VT are well trained over
many years in full contact martial arts and are extremely proficient, including ground
fighting and advanced hand to hand combat.

